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About us

About Us
and our Company

Introduction

Our Team
Every great business is a team. And every great team needs all its players to

Experience lies at the heart of all discoveries. It is the fuel that propels

perform at their greatest potential. We accomplish this by running incentive

us all into the future. It is the calm in the chaos of today’s modern

programs for everyone in our company. Whether a junior employee who

age, where everything happens at the speed of light. It is the beacon
in the storm when technology, software and the consumer change
their minds and ideas faster than ever before.

has just begun at B2IT, or a long-standing director, each person has an
overarching goal that they’re chasing and a healthy way of being
measured and rewarded for their efforts. That’s how we ensure that
everyone at B2IT is traveling towards common goals and finding new ways
of bringing the greatest value to our clients.

With a core team that has a collective experience of over 100 years
in the software industry, B2IT is at the cutting edge of the world’s

Nothing can happen without first having a vision to accomplish it. Our

breaking trends. We’ve seen the waves that have lasted and know

owners are also our leaders, allowing our business to overcome any hurdle

which ones are worth pursuing. To stay ahead of the curve, business

it faces with their hands on approach to business. Like a ship kept on course

intelligence needs to have its finger on the thrumming pulse of what
is happening in the world. From the start of 2010. B2IT has made this
our mission, to learn how to keep your business current, thriving and
efficient.

despite the intensity of a storm, our owner managers are the visionaries with
the relevant expertise in Industrial Engineering to turn every implementation
into a celebrated victory, for us and our clients. These men are: Jarno
Loubser and Mourits Muller, both qualified Industrial Engineers.

Our Experience
Our Experience

With every development and innovation in the technological capacity of the world, the field
of Information Technology grows and changes. Our team’s experience includes a wide
range of the relevant areas, covering the most important aspects of application systems, so
that your business always has its bases covered.
Some of the areas that we’re most proficient in are:
• Billing and Operational Support (BOS)
• Business Process Management (BPM)
• Business Rules Management, and (BRM)
• Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
• Point of Sales (POS)
• Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
• Supply Chain Management (SCM)
• Systems Integration (SI)
Our most current and passionate exploration comes in the areas of Business Intelligence,
Search & AI and Robotic Process Automation, helping our business partners maximise their
effectiveness whilst minimising their risk, exposure, spending and effort.
Our willingness to learn at a voracious speed has helped us to become one of the world’s
foremost authorities in Qlik and ThoughtSpot. We are summoned to share our wisdom and
expertise across Europe, Africa and domestically in South Africa. Our dedication to staying
current and our willingness to learn are the reasons why Africa and Europe are just the start of
our solutions.

Our
Approach and Philosophy
Our Approach
and Philosophy

Value beyond expectation. At the core of everything that we do, this is the

Our adaptability in project management methods means that we’re

heart of our business. Every day, in every way that we can, we ask ourselves

equally fluid using Scrum Methodology like Agile, or more traditional systems

how we can discover the best ways to turn your business’s needs into

like Waterfall. But most importantly, our track record is part of our inspired

solutions that create value beyond what you could have ever expected.

philosophy to leave a worldwide legacy in the BI industry.

Our track-record is nothing short of impressive, with not a single failed

In sector after sector, we’ve found new and innovative ways of adapting

implementation. We don’t mention this to impress you. We say it to point out

our client’s information technology needs to meet the rigorous

a simple fact – no track record could have the longevity that ours has, if it

requirements of their industries.

weren’t solid, reliable and duplicable in various industries. Our discipline in
implementing project management systems sets us apart from our
competitors.
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